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This series publishes monographs, texts, and edited volumes within the interdisciplinary field of computational linguistics. Sponsored by the Association for Computational Linguistics, the series will represent the range of topics of concern to the scholars working in this increasingly important field, whether their background is in formal linguistics, psycholinguistics, cognitive psychology, or artificial intelligence.

Also in this series:
- *Natural language parsing*, edited by David R. Dowty, Lauri Karttunen, and Arnold Zwicky
- *Text generation*, by Kathleen R. McKeown
- *Planning English sentences*, by Douglas E. Appelt
- *Language and spatial cognition*, by Annette Herskovits
- *Computational linguistics*, by Ralph Grishman
- *Machine translation*, edited by Sergei Nirenburg
- *The linguistic basis of text generation*, by Laurence Danlos
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